This paper empirically investigates the biogeographic determinants of the human DRD4 exon III locus, a particular gene variant associated with the human personality trait of novelty-seeking behavior. Providing a novel compilation of worldwide DRD4 exon III allele frequencies in a large sample of indigenous populations around the world, this study employs population-specific biogeographic characteristics using high-resolution geospatial data. The estimates suggest that migratory distance from East Africa naturally selects for specific novelty-seeking traits, even controlling for a broad range of biogeographic determinants. Notably, land suitability for pastoral nomadism is significantly related to DRD4 exon III diversity. This result provides further credence to the general observation that novelty-seeking traits are quite common in nomadic populations, explaining why some societies failed to settle and to develop centralized states.
The role of geography in development has attracted considerable attention in the recent economic literature. There is broad consensus about the role of geographical factors such as latitude and climate in economic development, but the concrete mechanisms by which geography affects development are still inadequately understood and are the subject of some controversy. Direct effects of geography on development include reduced productivity, while its indirect effects are transmitted through the distribution of specific human traits, institutions, cultural attitudes, and biogeographic endowments. A vast literature has investigated the relationship between economic development and geography (Bloom and Sachs, 1998; Gallup et al., 1999) , temperature and climate (Masters and McMillan, 2001; Sachs, 2001) , the health environment (Sachs, 2001; Gallup and Sachs, 2001; Sachs and Malaney, 2002) , agricultural productivity (Gallup and Sachs, 2000) , natural resources (Sachs and Warner, 2001 ) and biogeographic endowments (Diamond, 1997; Olsson and Hibbs, 2005 ). An intriguing study in Diamond's Guns, Germs and Steel argues that the dominance of Western countries over areas in the new world, is due to the favorable biogeographic endowments of the former. The large size of Eurasia, its East-West orientation, and the number of plants and animals suitable for domestication resulted in an earlier adoption of agricultural practices (Neolithic transition) and the diffusion of agricultural innovations across space. The accompanying explosion of populations, innovations, and ideas on the one hand and early exposure to diseases accompanied with animal domestication on the other explains why
Europeans were able to conquer some areas of the new world so effectively.
The main argument of the present study is that the differences that have emerged between populations since the Neolithic transition may account for the differences in development between countries. For example, the transition from hunter-gatherer economy to agricultural production occurred at different times in different regions of the world, affecting the amount of time it took populations to adapt to environmental changes. In line with previous findings on some of the deep-rooted factors that have influenced national development paths, this work empirically analyzes the biogeographic origins of a specific human dopamine gene related to novelty-seeking or exploratory behavior and its interaction with the cultural value of pastoral nomadism. Theoretical models of gene-culture co-evolution would predict that the high frequency of noveltyseeking traits in populations is substantially correlated with the production mode of pastoral nomadism, therefore providing an explanation of why some populations have failed to settle and to develop centralized states, resulting in economic backwardness. In contrast to agricultural practices, pastoral nomadism is technologically adapted to the natural environment to utilize marginal resources effectively in dry-land areas that are otherwise unsuitable for sedentary agriculture (Johnson, 1969) . 1 This mode of production enables people to handle environmental risk through a wide range of mechanisms including food diversification and physical storage, regional mobility, and exchange (Koocheki and Gliessman, 2005) . From a historical perspective, pastoral nomadism emerged at approximately the same time as animal domestication and sedentary agriculture. It is viewed as a parallel production mode to agricultural intensification using improved irrigation systems that is based exclusively on animal domestication (McCorkle, 1992; Koocheki and Gliessman, 2005) . However, while some nomads gradually developed sedentary communities with complex social institutions, others preserved their traditional way of life (Khazanov, 2003) . The discovery of overseas trade routes and the great technological innovations since the industrial revolution, for example, have sharply decreased the military superiority and trade importance of nomadic lifestyles, resulting in the relative economic backwardness of such societies. 2 This would provide evidence of the complex gene-culture co-evolution process between the human trait of novelty-seeking and the effective intergenerational transmission of nomadic lifestyles.
From an evolutionary perspective, novelty-seeking behavior could be seen as means to expand a society's knowledge frontier. In a study on evolved altruism, Williams and Taylor (2006) assert that in societies with non-explorative behavior, people do not explore new food variants adequately and therefore suffer from malnutrition. On the other hand, explorative behavior by identical individuals is inherently inefficient because it results in redundant information. Therefore, only in societies made up primarily of non-explorative individuals can a small number of explorative individuals push the knowledge frontier of the overall society further, with the high costs being borne by a small group of individuals. More recently, Galor and Michalopoulos (2012) developed an evolutionary growth model, arguing that novelty-seeking traits, which they interpret as entrepreneurial traits, played a significant role in the process of economic development. They elaborate that in early stages of development, novelty-seeking, growth-promoting traits created an evolutionary advantage, and that a large number of such individuals in a society accelerated technological progress. But in advanced stages of economic development, the evolutionary advantage of novelty-seeking traits reversed and risk-averse individuals gained an 1 See also Salzman (2002) for some general observations on nomadic lifestyles based on research on nomadic populations residing in Iran.
2 Khazanov (2003) provides an excellent discussion of the great social and military achievements of nomadic empires that were adopted by sedentary societies and that became precursors to state formation, the division of labor, and industrial production.
evolutionary advantage, thus decreasing technological progress.
The importance of novelty-seeking traits in society and the fact that their distribution is strongly influenced by biogeographic factors is widely acknowledged by population geneticists. However, there exists no study, to the best of the author's knowledge, that investigates the influence of biogeographic factors on the distribution of novelty-seeking traits within the population in detail. The only existing studies on this topic, Chen et al. (1999) and Matthews and Butler (2011) , examine the influence of migratory distance from East Africa but fail to control for biogeographic factors as a possible source of human adaptiveness in resource-depleted, timecritical, and frequently changing environments. They do not consider important biogeographic indicators such as land suitability for agriculture, the fraction of land allocated to pasture, and terrain ruggedness. Furthermore, these studies are based on limited data sets that include only 39 and 18 populations, respectively. This is the starting point for the present paper. By creating a new data set that covers the distribution of worldwide allele frequencies of the DRD4 exon III gene, this study reaches a broader coverage of populations across the world. Furthermore, this unique data set permits the in-depth analysis of additional biogeographic factors. The biogeographic indicators are constructed specifically for the location covered by each population using high-resolution geospatial data. Given the DRD4 exon III allele frequencies, it is possible to construct population-specific expected heterozygosity measures for this particular gene variant. The baseline results confirm the high predictive power of migratory distance from East Africa in previous studies. The estimates suggest that DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity increases with migratory distance from East Africa. Although the adaptive nature of specific novelty-seeking traits in migratory societies appears important in areas unsuitable for sedentary practices, a thorough empirical investigation of this important issue is still lacking. In contrast to previous work, this study highlights the importance of DRD4 exon III polymorphism in diverse environments and among genetically distinct populations. The estimates reveal that migratory distance from East Africa maintains its predictive power, even when controlling for a broad set of biogeographic factors and among different specifications. It is worth mentioning that land suitability for pastoral nomadism is significantly correlated with DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity. 3 The same picture holds when focusing on the fraction of long allele types as the key dependent variable, 3 This hypothesis is reinforced by a recent study among nomadic and recently settled Ariaal men of northern Kenya. Specifically, Eisenberg et al. (2008) have shown that novelty-seeking behavior was associated with better nutritional indices among the nomadic group, but worse in the recently settled group.
measuring the extent of novelty-seeking traits in society. In addition, variation in terrain ruggedness is negatively related to DRD4 exon III diversity. This observation provides evidence that terrain variability acts as a natural barrier to migratory behavior. Furthermore, land suitability for agriculture is significantly related to the 2-repeat allele. This particular allele may be adapted in populations practicing agriculture for a long period. Indeed, this particular allele is widespread in Asia, which experienced the Neolithic transition much earlier than other parts of the world.
Linking DRD4 exon III to biogeography has important implications for as yet unaddressed empirical research questions. For example, biogeographic factors can serve as qualified instrumental variables in the analysis of the indirect impacts of geography on economic development through the human trait associated with novelty-seeking behavior. Furthermore, from an econometric perspective, biogeographic factors are purely exogenous when investigating the impact of populations on economic development, and are therefore able to at least partially overcome potential endogeneity bias arising in data on post-1500 migration flows. This can provide a more thorough understanding of the effects of biogeography on economic outcomes, and when considering the distribution of specific human traits, it can help to disentangle the direct and indirect effects of biogeography.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a discussion of the hypothesized association between novelty seeking and a particular dopamine gene that received considerable attention from population geneticists. Section 3 presents the data descriptions on DRD4 exon III allele frequencies across regions and their relationship to migratory distance from East Africa. Section 4 reports the data sources and methods on the construction of populationspecific biogeographic indicators. Section 5 discusses the empirical results on the biogeographic origins of observed DRD4 exon III allele frequencies across populations using high-resolution geospatial data on land quality and terrain ruggedness. Finally, Section 6 concludes by summarizing the main results and providing areas for future research.
Population Studies of DRD4 Exon III and Novelty Seeking
Because the use of genetic data in economics is still relatively rare, a few basic definitions are presented first to aid in understanding the subsequent parts of the paper. Genetic information is present in every cell in the form of chromosomes. The human DRD4 gene is located at the distal tip of the short arm of chromosome eleven and contains of four encoded regions, called exons. The most extensive polymorphism is found in the third exon. This polymorphism occurs in a 48-base pair (bp) variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR), ranging from 2 to eleven repeats, with 2, 4, and 7 repeats being the most common alleles across populations (Van Tol et al., 1991 , 1992 Lichter et al., 1993) . Dopamine is an important neurotransmitter and affects the control of locomotion, endocrine function, reward, cognition, and emotion (Oak et al., 2000) . The view that human personality has a heritable component has been debated by Plomin et al. (1994) . Most of the evidence pertaining to the influence of genetics on complex human behaviors results from twin studies on personality, vocational interests, scholastic achievement, and cognitive abilities (Bouchard, 1994) . Since then, molecular genetics has tried to identify specific genes or gene variants that influence human behavior. Progress in the classification of personality was first made by Cloninger (1987) . The author categorized four different personality traits: novelty seeking, harm avoidance, reward dependence, and persistence. Especially the first personality trait of novelty seeking is a natural candidate to be biologically influenced by dopamine genes (Paterson et al., 1999) . Noveltyseeking individuals are characterized as impulsive, exploratory, fickle, excitable, quick-tempered, and extravagant, whereas those with low novelty-seeking scores tend to be reflective, rigid, loyal, stoic, slow-tempered, and frugal (Cloninger et al., 1991; Ebstein et al., 1996) . Two influential studies on the genetic association between a specific DRD4 exon III allele (namely, the 7-repeat) and novelty-seeking behavior by Benjamin et al. (1996) and Ebstein et al. (1996) Recent empirical and theoretical studies suggest that DRD4 exon III polymorphism underwent a rare mutational event of positive selection at some point after the exodus from East Africa.
Specifically, Chen et al. (1999) showed the explanatory power of migratory distance from Africa for the 7-repeat allele in DRD4 exon III for various populations around the world. Furthermore, Wang et al. (2004) proposed a model of selection acting on the DRD4 exon III gene with known gene's association with novelty-seeking behavior. Paterson et al. (1999) provide an excellent critical analysis of the putative genetic association of DRD4 with observed human behaviors. 6 It should be noted that there exists another reliable data source for human alleles: the Human Genome Diversity Cell Line Panel from the Human Genome Diversity Project-Centre d'Etude du Polymorphisme Humain (HGDP-CEPH) consists of 53 indigenous populations around the globe. Nevertheless, the present study cannot employ this additional source of genetic data because allele frequencies for the DRD4 exon III gene were not sequenced for this population sample. For a more detailed discussion of this database, the interested reader is referred to Cann et al. (2002) . 7 ALFRED provides allele frequencies and information for a wide range of DNA polymorphism and populations.
The main objective of ALFRED is the storage of genetic data from the scientific literature. By this means, it acts as a central database for future anthropological and evolutionary research projects. See also Rajeevan et al. (2005) for an introduction to ALFRED. 8 Additional details regarding the sampled populations and data sources can be found in the separate Appendix to this paper, which is available from the author upon request.
biochemical and physiological differences between receptor variants. Their argumentation is that different blunted responses of DRD4 exon III alleles to dopamine levels may account for migratory behavior out of Africa, resulting in different human personality types prevailing under different environmental conditions. 9 It has been suggested by Jensen et al. (1997) and Wang et al. (2004) that resource-depleted, time-critical, or rapidly changing environments might select for individuals with "response-ready" adaptations, whereas resource-rich, time-optimal, or littlechanging environments might select against such adaptations. Perhaps individuals with a strong inclination toward "response-ready" adaptations, such as novelty-seeking behavior, drove the wave of migration out of Africa (Ding et al., 2002) .
This study utilizes the complete genetic information present in DRD4 exon III allele frequencies to capture the fact that some alleles may be associated with others. Furthermore, as noted above, the 2-and 7-repeat alleles are genetically and functionally related. The focus on a single allele may bias the results when analyzing the hypothesized association of novelty-seeking behavior with biogeographic variables. To avoid this pitfall, the present study makes use of a commonly used measure in the genetics literature: an index called expected heterozygosity that population geneticists utilize to measure the degree of diversity of a single gene within a particular population. Given the DRD4 exon III allele frequencies, this measure of genetic diversity is defined as follows:
where H DRD4 k is the expected heterozygosity of population k with respect to the DRD4 exon III locus, S DRD4 refers to the set of observed DRD4 exon III alleles in population k, and p ak is the frequency for the ath DRD4 exon III allele for this particular population. This measure corresponds to the probability that two randomly selected individuals from the same population will have different DRD4 exon III allele variants.
Empirical support for the relationship between geographic distance and variation in DRD4 exon III allele frequencies was first uncovered by Chen et al. (1999) and further confirmed by 9 In their model, the 4-repeat variant is seen as functioning well evolutionarily, whereas the 2-and 7-repeat variants are suboptimal yet confer a behavioral advantage in some environments. Furthermore, the last two variants were shown to be genetically and functionally related, each exhibiting blunted responses to dopamine signals. Furthermore, the authors suggest that the inhibitory neurons utilizing the 2-and 7-repeat variants requires a higher dopamine level than the 4-repeat to allow for "normal" functioning. The authors take these increased dopamine levels as evidence of novelty-seeking behavior. The 2-repeat variant is hypothesized to produce intermediate human behaviors relative to individuals exhibiting the 4-and 7-repeat variants.
Matthews and Butler (2011). 10
The main hypothesis was that long-distance migration selects for particular gene variants because they reward exploratory behavior. This might have been an evolutionary advantage to populations that constantly moved through unfamiliar and frequently changing environments. To derive the migratory distance from East Africa, the great circle or geodesic calculation approach outlined in Ramachandran et al. (2005) In addition to the use of migratory distance out of East Africa, this study also further explores the biogeographic origins of the DRD4 exon III gene in depth. An intriguing strand of research along the lines of Livingstone (1958) , Wiesenfeld (1967) , and Durham (1982) has emphasized the importance of biogeographic factors on the natural selection of specific human traits and their co-evolution with cultural values. 14 More recently, Cook (2011 Cook ( , 2013 reported evidence of a predominant role of biogeographic endowments in the spread and adaptation of human genes responsible for the ability to digest milk and immunity to infectious crowd diseases. 15
14 For example, as proposed by Livingstone (1958) , and further analyzed by Wiesenfeld (1967) , there exists a high association between the frequency of a specific sickle cell trait in Sub-Saharan African populations and the population's dependence on agriculture. The reason is that land cultivation in humid tropical areas promotes the spread of mosquitoes bearing malaria falciparum. In a related context, Michalopoulos (2012) analyzed the determinants of ethnolinguistic diversity within countries, arguing that differences in land endowments gave rise to location-specific human capital, leading to genetic drift and the formation of localized ethnic groups. The following section therefore analyzes the association of DRD4 exon III with biogeographic indicators, utilizing high-resolution geospatial data.
Data Sources on Biogeographic Indicators
This section discusses the data sources used in the construction of various biogeographic indicators. The Center for Sustainability and the Global Environment (SAGE) at the University of Wisconsin provides data on land suitability for agriculture, patterns of global land use, population density, and elevation at a very fine resolution of 0.5 decimal degrees latitude × longitude.
The global data on land suitability for agriculture were estimated by Ramankutty et al. (2002) to investigate the sensitivity of cultivable land areas to possible climate change. The estimated index of land suitability for agriculture represents the probability that a particular grid cell will be cultivated. 16 This index was obtained by combining existing relationships between croplands, of agriculture and the frequent contact of farmers with domesticable animals played an important role in the evolution of animal pathogens into human pathogens. It is hypothesized that the early exposure of populations to these diseases fostered the natural selection of disease-related genes, leading in turn to higher life expectancy in the contemporary era. 16 This index does not control for agricultural productivity of a particular grid cell, but instead for whether the characteristics of the land area make it suitable for cultivation. climate indices, and soil characteristics. The same data source further provides information on the fraction of land that is allocated to pasture for each grid cell. Because one main hypothesis is that novelty-seeking traits are substantially correlated with the cultural value of pastoral nomadism, it would be interesting to find out whether land area suitable for pasture is significantly related to DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity. Furthermore, this study also considers the 
Empirical Results
This section investigates the biogeographic determinants of DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity on the population level. It starts with migratory distance from East Africa as the only explanatory variable and then includes various measures of land characteristics in the regression. This procedure permits the predictive power of migratory distance from East Africa to be subjected to population-specific biogeographic controls. As stated elsewhere, linking DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity to biogeographic characteristics and migratory distance from East Africa has a clear advantage for future empirical research questions. For example, biogeographic factors serve as qualified controls when analyzing the impact of the human trait associated with novelty-seeking behavior on historical or contemporary economic development, either in terms of population density or current levels of per capita income. 17 17 See also the theoretical model discussed in Galor and Michalopoulos (2012) for the role of novelty-seeking individuals in the process of economic development.
Specifically, the current analysis employs the following logistic regression model:
where H DRD4 k is observed DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity for population k and F(·) is the cumulative distribution function of the logistic model. The variable region refers to continent fixed effects (e.g., regional dummies for Africa, the Americas, Asia, and Europe), abs (latitude) is the absolute value of a population's latitude in decimal degrees, Γ refers to a vector of agricultural conditions (e.g., land suitability for agriculture, dispersion of land suitability, and land suitability Gini), Λ is a vector of terrain ruggedness characteristics (e.g., elevation, and variation of elevation). Finally, Ξ is a vector indicating land suitability for pasture (e.g., the fraction of land allocated to pasture, variation in land suitable for pasture, and dispersion of pasture land) and ε is a population-specific error term. Descriptive statistics and pairwise correlations for the variables employed in the empirical analysis are presented in Tables 5 and 6 in the Appendix.
Given that migratory distance from East Africa has been found to be an important predictor of observed DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity, the first specification in Table 2 considers it as the only regressor. As expected, migratory distance from East Africa is positively associated with observed DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity. The associated coefficient is precisely estimated and statistically significant at the 5% level. Evaluating its marginal impact at mean values would state that for every 1,000 km distance from Addis Ababa, the expected heterozygosity increases by about 0.006 points. Column (2) maintains the robustness of the previous result to the inclusion of absolute latitude. As expected, higher absolute latitude regions, as a rough measure of harsh climate conditions, is positively associated with DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity, although its impact is not precisely estimated. In the third column of Table 2 , the robustness of migratory distance is confirmed for the inclusion of other biogeographic characteristics. In light of the possibility that the impact of biogeographic characteristics could be non-monotonic, the specifications examined also control for squared biogeographic controls.
Interestingly, once controlling for migratory distance from East Africa, there remains virtually no association of DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity with measures of land suitability for agriculture. Since geographic variability gave rise to random genetic drift, column (4) includes different measures for elevation. Once again, the robustness of migratory distance is verified.
In column (5), measures of land suitability for pasture are included. The coefficients associated with pasture and its squared value enter in a hump-shaped fashion and are statistically significant at the 10% and 5% level, respectively. This result provides evidence that DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity is the highest in intermediate land areas suitable for pastoral (11N, 104E) ; Anadyr, Russia (64N, 177E); and Prince Rupert, Canada (54N, 130W). Absolute Latitude is the absolute value of a population's latitude in decimal degrees. Land Suitability is a geospatial indicator, ranging from 0 to 1, of land suitability for agriculture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Dispersion of Land Suitability is the difference between the maximum and minimum index of land suitability across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Land Suitability Gini is the Gini coefficient of the land suitability index for agriculture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Elevation is the mean elevation (in km) above the sea level across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Std. Dev. of Elevation is the standard deviation of elevation across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Pasture is the mean value of the fraction of land that is allocated to pasture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Std. Dev. of Pasture is the standard deviation of pasture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Dispersion of Pasture is the difference between the maximum and minimum index of pasture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Standard errors, clustered with respect to regions, are reported in parentheses. *: Significant at the 10% level. **: Significant at the 5% level. ***: Significant at the 1% level.
nomadism. One explanation could be that areas unsuitable for pasture (e.g., agricultural land areas) naturally select against novelty-seeking traits, whereas areas highly suitable for pasture naturally favor novelty-seeking traits due to the inherited evolutionary advantage they provide in resource-depleted areas. In both cases, the measures for DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity would be low. Hence, only in intermediate areas suitable for pasture, where sedentary practices can also develop, do novelty-seeking and non-novelty-seeking traits coexist, leading in turn to higher DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity values. This result provides evidence that novelty-seeking traits are quite common in areas suitable for pastoral nomadism. Finally, the last column controls for continent fixed effects. The coefficients associated with pasture and its squared value remain consistent and rather stable. However, the coefficient associated with migratory distance out of East Africa now becomes statistically insignificant. This is mainly due to the fact that this variable is highly correlated with the regional dummies, since the migratory distance out of East Africa is the lowest for African countries in comparison to the other regions.
The empirical relationship between DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity and biogeographic factors may be confounded by the effects of the underlying population structure. To control for this possibility, the following Table 3 truncates the regression analysis by population structure, regional coverage, and the number of sampled alleles. The specification in column (1) restricts the analysis to the 28 populations, as defined by the Human Genome Diversity Cell Line Panel.
This definition was used to control for possible influences of population structure on DRD4 exon III alleles. This results in the exclusion of 64 populations. The coefficient associated with migratory distance from Africa is positive, but statistically insignificant, albeit weakly at the 10% level (t-statistic = 1.88). Given the limited sample of populations and the increased degrees of freedom in this specification, the falling significance level appears unsurprising. 18 Column (2) excludes HGDP populations from the analysis. The coefficient assessing the impact of migratory distance from Africa is positive and statistically significant at the 1% level. Interestingly, variation in terrain ruggedness is negatively associated with DRD4 exon III diversity. This result suggests that terrain variability acts as a barrier against the natural selection of novelty-seeking traits because it dampens geographic mobility of populations. Column (3) excludes Oceanic populations from the main analysis, because this region is biogeographically distinct from Eurasia, the Americas, and Africa, and thus may bias the results. This procedure results in the exclusion of 5 populations. The estimated coefficients are rather stable compared to the base 18 The HGDP-CEPH project originally consisted of 53 populations, yet only 28 populations were found for DRD4 exon III alleles. Notes: The dependent variable is observed DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity on the population level. Independent variables: Migratory Distance refers to the migratory distance (in 1,000 km) out of East Africa starting from Addis Ababa, Ethiopia (9N, 39E) to the location of the population through five obligatory (land-restricted) waypoints: namely Cairo, Egypt (30N, 31E) ; Istanbul, Turkey (41N, 28E); Phnom Penh, Cambodia (11N, 104E) ; Anadyr, Russia (64N, 177E) ; and Prince Rupert, Canada (54N, 130W). Absolute Latitude is the absolute value of a population's latitude in decimal degrees. Land Suitability is a geospatial indicator, ranging from 0 to 1, of land suitability for agriculture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Dispersion of Land Suitability is the difference between the maximum and minimum index of land suitability across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Land Suitability Gini is the Gini coefficient of the land suitability index for agriculture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Elevation is the mean elevation (in km) above the sea level across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Std. Dev. of Elevation is the standard deviation of elevation across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Pasture is the mean value of the fraction of land that is allocated to pasture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Std. Dev. of Pasture is the standard deviation of pasture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Dispersion of Pasture is the difference between the maximum and minimum index of pasture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Standard errors, clustered with respect to regions, are reported between parenthesis. *: Significant at the 10% level. **: Significant at the 5% level. ***: Significant at the 1% level.
specification in Table 2 , column (5). However, the coefficient associated with absolute latitude, as a rough measure of harsh climatic conditions, now becomes statistically significant at the 10% level. The analysis in column (4) assesses the statistical significance of migratory distance and biogeographic factors to the exclusion of populations in the Americas. The coefficient associated with migratory distance from East Africa remains positive but loses its statistical significance.
One reason may be that migratory distance from Africa naturally selects for DRD4 exon III alleles only in very distant settlements. Hence, excluding populations from the American continent results in a considerable decrease in the variation of DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity.
Column (5) populations due to small sample sizes. Interestingly, a large number of biogeographic indicators now become statistically significant. While land suitability for agriculture acts in a hump-shaped fashion, although the squared term is not statistically significant at the 10% level, greater inequality in land quality increases DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity. Once controlling for continent fixed effects, as shown in column (6), the empirical results become even clearer, with a strong increase in the significance levels. The statistical significance of the hump-shaped effect for the fraction of land allocated to pasture is once again maintained. In general, greater variability in land quality for agriculture, as an indication of resource-depleted environments, naturally selects for specific alleles, thus increasing DRD4 exon III diversity.
The following Table 4 shows the biogeographic determinants of specific DRD4 exon III alleles that have received considerable attention in molecular genetic studies. In addition, this part of the analysis assesses the biogeographic impact on different definitions used to categorize noveltyseeking alleles. Column (1) utilizes the frequency of the 2-repeat allele as the dependent variable.
Notably, this specific allele, which has a similar function to that of the 7-repeat, shows no association with migratory distance from East Africa. In contrast, it is highly correlated with the land suitability measures for agriculture. This result provides evidence that the 2-repeat allele may be adapted by populations practicing agriculture for a long period of time. This hypothesis seems plausible for Asian populations residing in China and India, which experienced the Neolithic transition much earlier than in other parts of the world and which have high 2-repeat allele frequencies. Column (2) presents the results for the biogeographic determinants of the 4-repeat allele. Consistent with the findings in Wang et al. (2004) , the 4-repeat allele seems to be the ancestral allele in human populations because its frequency is highest in populations residing near the cradle of humankind. Column (3) establishes the general finding that since the exodus out of East Africa, a clear shift has been observed from the 4-repeat allele towards the 7-repeat allele. Notably, the only selective force acting on the 7-repeat allele is migratory distance Latitude is the the absolute value of a population's latitude in decimal degrees. Land Suitability is a geospatial indicator, ranging from 0 to 1, of land suitability for agriculture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Dispersion of Land Suitability is the difference between the maximum and minimum index of land suitability across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Land Suitability Gini is the Gini coefficient of the land suitability index for agriculture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Elevation is the mean elevation (in km) above the sea level across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Std. Dev. of Elevation is the standard deviation of elevation across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Pasture is the mean value of the fraction of land that is allocated to pasture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Std. Dev. of Pasture is the standard deviation of pasture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Dispersion of Pasture is the difference between the maximum and minimum index of pasture across 0.5 decimal degree grid cells in the location inhabited by each population. Standard errors, clustered with respect to regions, are reported between parenthesis. *: Significant at the 10% level. **: Significant at the 5% level. ***: Significant at the 1% level.
from Africa. The same picture emerges from the analysis shown in column (4), when grouping together the 2-and 7-repeat alleles because of the similar blunted responses to dopamine signals. Once controlling for continent fixed effects, the coefficient associated with migratory distance from Africa becomes statistically insignificant, as shown in column (5). However, as stated elsewhere, this result is due to the fact that regional variables are highly correlated with migratory distance from Africa, rendering the latter factor statistically insignificant. Column (6) employs the fraction of long alleles (≥ 6-repeat) as the key dependent variable, measuring the frequency of novelty-seeking traits within a population. The coefficient associated with migratory distance from Africa retains its statistical significance. Column (7) includes continent fixed effects in the analysis. Although the coefficient for migratory distance from Africa loses its statistical significance on the same grounds discussed above, the fraction of land allocated to pasture naturally selects for long allele types in a non-linear, hump-shaped fashion.
In summary, the empirical findings reveal the biogeographic origins of DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity, a particular gene variant associated with novelty-seeking behavior. The estimates suggest that the human exodus out of East Africa in prehistoric times naturally selected for different DRD4 exon III alleles, leading to higher observed DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity in populations that settled at a greater distance from East Africa. Furthermore, the results show that DRD4 exon III expected heterozygosity is quite common in populations inhabiting areas suitable for pastoral nomadism.
Conclusion
Based on recent empirical evidence about the role of migratory distance from East Africa and the human personality trait associated with novelty-seeking behavior, this study explores the biogeographic determinants of the human DRD4 exon III gene in depth. This particular gene variant is highly polymorphic across populations and exhibits strong signs of natural selection since the exodus out of East Africa. Providing a novel compilation of DRD4 exon III allele frequencies from various molecular genetic studies in a large sample of indigenous populations across the globe, this study utilizes population-specific biogeographic characteristics (e.g., land suitability for agriculture, fraction of land allocated to pasture, and elevation) using high-resolution geospatial data. The results suggest that migratory distance out of East Africa retains its strong explanatory power for novelty-seeking alleles at the DRD4 exon III locus, even controlling for a broad range of biogeographic determinants. This is the first study demonstrating that the quality of land endowments, to capture the notion of resource-depleted environments, is significantly correlated with variation in DRD4 exon III allele frequencies across populations. These observations lend support to the notion that novelty-seeking traits are adaptive in areas unsuitable for sedentary lifestyles, exposing human genes to strong selective pressure and enhancing the reproductive success of individuals exhibiting these traits in otherwise harsh and frequently changing environments.
A particularly promising research question would be the role of individuals bearing noveltyseeking traits in the process of economic development in a society. Recent empirical investigations confirm the indirect role of biogeography through the distribution of specific human traits, highlighting the importance of populations (in terms of culture, ideas, and beliefs), instead of a direct impact of locations on a country's economic development today. The main argument in this literature is that differences in biogeographic endowments gave rise to different production modes (sedentary versus nomadic lifestyles)-that is, cultures-across populations, and that the resulting differences in cultural values can be measured partly in human genes through a complex gene-culture co-evolution process. Because novelty-seeking traits are quite common in nomadic populations, it would be interesting to analyze whether the high prevalence of novelty seeking individuals within a society may have acted as an obstacle to permanent settlement because of the effective intergenerational transmission of nomadic lifestyles to future generations, resulting in a later agricultural transition and low economic development today. 
A Descriptive Statistics
(1) H DRD4 1.0000 Absolute Latitude. The absolute value of a population's approximate latitude in decimal degrees. The data source for the population's representative latitude is from ALFRED.
Land Suitability for Agriculture. A geospatial indicator, ranging from 0 to 1, of land suitability for agriculture in the location inhabited by each population. The raw data are provided in high resolution gridded form of 0.5 decimal degrees latitude × longitude by Ramankutty et al. (2002) . This index represents the probability that a particular grid cell will be cultivated.
The measures of land suitability for agriculture are based on indicators of climatic suitability, S clim , (e.g., growing degree days (GDD) and a moisture index (α), capturing the availability of water to plants) and soil suitability for cultivation, S soil , (e.g., soil carbon density (C soil ) and an indicator (pH soil ) capturing the extent of acidic or alkaline soil characteristics). The land suitability index for agriculture is then constructed as S = S clim × S soil , where the functional forms for S clim and S soil are derived from probability density functions of actual cropland area, A crop , versus each component in GDD, α, C soil , and pH soil , respectively. Ramankutty et al. (2002) have chosen empirically fitted sigmoidal functions given by S clim = f 1 (GDD) × f 2 (α) and S soil = g 1 (C soil ) × g 2 (pH soil ), respectively. Specifically, f 1 (GDD) = 
